In this paper, we report on the theoretical and numerical study of the transmission of circularly polarized vortex beams through a plasmonic coaxial nanoring. We show that the transmission peak wavelength of an incident circularly polarized vortex beam is dominantly governed by the total angular momentum, which determines the coupling to the plasmonic eigenmode supported by the coaxial nanoring with a given geometry and ultimately the transmitted beam in the far field. In addition, our study shows that the total angular momentum of the incident circularly polarized vortex beam can be conserved, where the far field of the transmitted beam contains both left-and right-handed circular polarization components with correspondingly modulated orbital angular momentum preserving the same total angular momentum. Our work can be potentially useful to advanced nanophotonic devices harnessing light's angular momentum division.
Introduction
As one of the most fundamental physical properties in both classical and quantum optics, angular momentum (AM) including both spin angular momentum (SAM) carried by circularly polarized photons and orbital angular momentum (OAM) associated with the helical wavefront of light [1] has mediated many appealing applications, such as optical communications, super-resolution imaging, optical tweezing and so on [2] - [6] . The total AM carried by a beam generally expressed as L = l s + l o usually plays crucial roles, where the SAM l s = ±1 represents left-and right-handed circular (LHC/RHC) polarization, respectively, and the OAM taking arbitrary integer values (l o = 0 ± 1, ±2 . . .) manifests multiple cycles of phase changes. In particular, its physicallyorthogonal nature has enabled onrushing developments of employing light's AM state as a new multiplexing division for high-capacity optical information technologies from free space [7] to compact nanophotonic devices [8] .
In this regard, surface plasmon structures capable of deep light confinement at the nanoscale emerge as new approaches toward miniaturized optical devices harnessing light's AM division [9] - [12] . Beams carrying predesigned AM states can be generated by passing through plasmonic nano-antennas arranged on chip-scale planar optics [13] . Later, it has been demonstrated that plasmonic nano-apertures such as nano-slits [11] , [14] , [15] and nano-gratings [16] can be employed to separate not only SAM but also OAM states into different propagating directions. In general, light's interaction with plasmonic subwavelength antennas or apertures can be well described by a transmission process of the linear momentum of light, where incoming photons couple to surface plasmons, which tunnel through the subwavelength structure and then convert back to photons through the wavevector matching [17] , [18] . The transmission of the circularly polarized vortex beams through plasmonic coaxial nanoring has been long overlooked, although the insight could provide new perspectives for advanced nanophotonic devices based on the manipulation of light's AM state.
Owing to their cylindrical symmetry, plasmonic coaxial nano-apertures have been intensely investigated for linear momentum dependent transmission [19] - [25] . In this paper, the transmission of circularly polarized vortex beams through a plasmonic coaxial nanoring is systematically investigated both theoretically and numerically, which exhibits unique AM dependent transmission for nanoscale AM multiplexing [8] , [26] .
Angular Momentum Dependent Transmission
The schematic illustration of the plasmonic coaxial nanoring under investigation is shown in Fig. 1(a) . A coaxial nanoring prepared on the glass substrate with an inner radius r i n = 200 nm and an outer radius r out = 250 nm is concentrically enclosed by a nano-groove with an inner radius R = 1 μm, a width W = 100 nm and a depth d = 100 nm. The metal is chosen as gold with a thickness of D = 200 nm, and the permittivity of gold is taken from the Johnson and Christy's paper [27] . Without loss of generality, Fig. 1 The concentric nano-groove is responsible for efficiently converting AM beams to the SPP and concentrates the SPP to the center of the nanoring [28] , [29] . The z-component of electric fields is clearly dominant in the SPP mode compared with transverse components, as illustrated in Fig. 1(h) . Due to the fact that only the radial component of the electric fields of incident beams can efficiently excite the SPP, the dominant z-component of electric fields of the plasmonic mode at the observation point (R , θ) can be written as [8] :
where L = l s + l o represents the total AM carried by the incident beam [30] , J L is the L th order Bessel function of the first kind and C L 1 represents the coupling coefficient from the free space wave to the SPP. It reveals clearly that the launched SPP carries the same total AM inherited from the incident circularly polarized vortex beam.
According to the coupled-mode theory, the overall transmittance is mainly determined by the coupling between the SPP mode launched by the nano-groove and the eigenmode supported in the coaxial nanoring. As an example, the SPP mode with the total AM L = 1 (l s = −1, l o = 2) carried by the incident RHC beam and the eigenmode supported in the nanoring are shown in Fig. 2(a) . The coupling coefficient C L 2 from the SPP mode to the cylindrical surface plasmon (CSP) eigenmode is defined as:
where E L s pp z is the z-component of the electric fields of the SPP mode launched by the nanogroove, E Lem z is the z-component of the electric fields of the eigenmode supported by the nanoring. To get an insight into the transmission process of AM carrying beams through the plasmonic coaxial nanoring, our theoretical model consists of an infinite long coaxial waveguide supporting the CSP [20] . In general, all field components of supported eigenmodes can be expressed in terms of the TM and TE wave functions, and their first and second derivatives with respect to the cylindrical coordinates, in the three geometrical domains (gold core, air gap and gold cladding) [8] :
where m is mth order AM mode of the coaxial nanoring, k z is longitudinal wavenumber, I and K are modified Bessel functions of the first and second kind, respectively. k i (i = 1, 2) are transverse wave numbers in the gold core and cladding or air, respectively, ω is the angular frequency, μ 0 is the permeability constant, ε i is the permittivity of gold or air, respectively, and A and B are the unknown coefficients. Fig. 2(b) shows the dispersion curves of eigenmodes of the coaxial nanoring obtained by solving the matrix satisfying the boundary conditions at both inner and outer interfaces. The real parts of the propagating constant (k z ) of the first four modes with AM m = 0, 1, 2, 3 are graphed as functions of the wavelength. It is intuitive to understand that the SPP carrying AM inherited from the incident circularly polarized vortex beam can tunnel through the coaxial nanoring as long as the SPP mode matches an eigenmode with an identical AM in the nanoring [31] . In addition, the transmittance exhibits a peak when the longitudinal resonance supported by the nanoring with a given length is reached as
where n is the longitudinal mode number. Since our theoretical model assumes an infinite length of the coaxial nanoring, a phase shift φ is introduced to count the interference effect from the end facets [32] . In Fig. 2(b) , the intersections of the dashed line with the dispersion curves give the wavelength at which the CSP mode is at resonance with the longitudinal mode (n = 1), and hence the transmittance exhibits a peak there. Then, the excited CSP mode at the exit facet can couple out to free space waves and diffract to the far field, allowing the total AM dependent transmission. The full wave simulation by finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) methods bears out the above modal analysis. Fig. 2(g) shows the transmission spectra of the incident circularly polarized vortex beam with a total AM L = 0, 1, 2, 3 (l s = −1, l o = 1, 2, 3, 4 and l s = 1, l o = 2). The arrows indicate the transmission peak wavelengths surmised by the modal analysis with a fitted phase shift of φ = −1.314. A reasonable correspondence between the resonant wavelengths in the simulations in Fig. 2(g ) with those obtained with the dispersion curves with the resonance condition of Eq. (9) is observed. It should be noted that the peaks at the longer wavelengths in CSP modes with m = 2 and 3 represent the longitudinal mode at the resonance order n = 0 [33] . Fig. 2(c)-(f) show the simulated electric fields for the four incident beams with total AM L = 0, 1, 2, 3 (l s = −1, l o = 1, 2, 3, 4) at the resonant wavelengths. The top and bottom panels show the field E z and intensity distribution in the transverse and longitudinal planes, respectively. The deterministic mode distribution in both transverse and longitudinal planes clearly verifies the AM of the CSP mode and the longitudinal mode resonance. For those incident beams with different SAM and OAM, but the same total AM L = 3 (l s = −1, l o = 4 and l s = 1, l o = 2), the transmission behaviors are similar [magenta solid and dashed curves in Fig. 2(g) ], except that the transmitted intensities vary slightly. By taking the coupling coefficients in the transmission process into consideration, the simulation reveals absolute transmittances of the nanoring with the given geometry to be 0.057, 0.0029, 0.018, 0.0059 for those incident beams with total AM L = 0, 1, 2, 3 (l s = −1, l o = 1, 2, 3, 4) at the peak wavelength of 1007 nm, 830 nm, 705 nm and 634 nm, respectively. It clearly demonstrates that the transmission peak wavelength depends on the total AM of the incident beam, which provides a facile way to select the transmission wavelength by the combination of the spin and orbital AM carried by the incident beam.
Although the transmission peak wavelength can be easily determined by the total AM of the incident beam, the overall transmittance can be tuned by a series of parameters such as the depth of the nano-groove, the geometry of the nanoring, the incident field's distribution and the absorption losses in the gold film and so on. The conversion efficiency from the incident beam to the SPP mode can be changed by adjusting the depth of the nano-groove, hence affecting the transmission. The propagation constant curve will have a red shift when increasing the radius of the nanoring according to Eqs. (3)- (8), the wavelength of the transmission peak will have a correspondent shift due to the mode-matching condition. The transmission peak wavelength can be further tuned by varying the length of the nanoring, the thickness of the gold layer, to shift the longitudinal resonance according to Eq. (9). For a given longitudinal mode, the real part of the propagation constant (k z ) is inversely proportional to the length of the nanoring. As a result, increasing the length of nanoring leads to the red shift of the transmission peak. From Eqs. (3)- (8), we see that the eigenmodes supported by the nanoring also depend on the slit width of the nanoring. We further investigate the influence of the slit width of the nanoring by rigorous full wave simulations. Fig. 3(a)-(d) show the simulated normalized transmittance of incident beams with total AM L = 0, 1, 2, 3 (l s = −1, l o = 1, 2, 3, 4) by adjusting the outer radius of nanorings from 230 nm to 300 nm while keeping the inner radius at 200 nm, corresponding to an increase of the slit width from 30 to 100 nm. It can be seen that the increasing of the slit width of the nanoring can enhance the transmission peak value as well as the bandwidth of the transmission peak, which is due to the increased coupling of the nanoring with the incident free space light and the decreased quality factor of the resonance mode. The variation of transmission peak value upon the width of the nanoring provides a pathway to obtain uniform transmittance for different incident beams.
The interaction between nano-groove and incident beams with different beam size can affect the launched SPP intensity, and thus influence the overall transmittance. The intensity distribution of the incident field (l s = −1, l o = 3) along the radial direction and the full width at half maximum of those beams are shown in the inset and legend of Fig. 4(a) , respectively. It reveals clearly that increasing the beam size leads to the decrease of the transmittance peak value without any variation of peak wavelengths, which is a result of the decreased coupling efficiency from the free space wave to the SPP. In addition, the appearance of dissipative losses in the gold film can also lead to a decreased absolute transmittance, which mainly stems from the propagation loss of the CSP mode in the nanoring by considering the metallic absorption. This is in particular for higher order AM CSP modes that generally exhibit higher propagation losses [34] , as evidenced in Fig. 4(b) . The comparison of the overall transmittance with and without the losses in the gold film shows a significantly increased transmittance reduction from 77% to 26% for the incident beams with the total AM L = 0, 1, 2, 3 (l s = −1, l o = 1, 2, 3, 4) at the resonant wavelength of 1007 nm, 830 nm, 705 nm and 634 nm, respectively.
Evolution of Angular Momentum
The evolution of the AM state of circularly polarized vortex beams during the transmission process can be obtained by the field analysis of the transmitted beam from the coaxial nanoring. The calculation by Eqs. (3)- (8) reveals that the transverse electric field component E r of the eigenmode is dominant at the exit facet of the nanoring. Fig. 5 depicts the calculated E r distribution for the four CSP modes with the AM L = 0, 1, 2, 3 at the corresponding resonant wavelengths, respectively. Owing 
, as a function of the wavelength and the outer radius of the nanoring. The black and white dash curves present the first and zeroth longitudinal resonance order along the z-direction, respectively. to the cylindrical symmetry, they exhibit features of radially polarized vortex beams superposed with a topological charge L equal to the total AM of the incident circularly polarized vortex beams. Such vortex beams at the exit facet can be generally described in a circular basis [35] 
where E 0 (r ) is the radial field distribution that can be derived by Eqs. (3)- (8), the far field transmitted beam can be treated as the Fraunhofer diffraction of the transmitted field
where, k is the wavenumber, z is the propagate distance, C L 3 is the out-coupling coefficient from the CSP mode to the free space wave through the nanoring. As speculated from Eq. (11), the far field transmitted beam can be decomposed into LHC and RHC components superposed with a topological charge of L − 1 and L + 1, respectively. It reveals clearly that the total AM of the incident circularly polarized vortex beam can be conserved, where the transmitted beam contains both LHC and RHC components with correspondingly modulated OAM preserving the same total AM. Thus, the AM conservation law is generally obeyed during the transmission process.
The theoretical analysis is verified by the FDTD simulation as shown in Fig. 6 . The transmitted beam at the exit facet is projected to the far field and analyzed in LHC and RHC polarization components carrying an identical energy, as illustrated in Fig. 6(a) . Fig. 6(b) presents the far field LHC and RHC components when the incident beam is LHC (l s = 1) superposed with OAM l o = 0, 1, 2. Indeed, from the intensity and phase distribution it unambiguously reveals that the transmitted beams conserve the total AM of incident circularly polarized vortex beams. Out-coupled LHC polarization beams conserve both SAM and OAM consistent with the LHC incident beams, while the out-coupled RHC polarization beams with an augmented topological charge by 2. When the incident beam is switched to the RHC polarization with different OAM, similar tendency with conserved SAM and OAM in the RHC polarization while the LHC polarization with a decreased OAM by 2 is observed in Fig. 6(c) . Our numerical result is consistent with the theoretical analysis. Thus, the transmission law of light's AM through a plasmonic coaxial nanoring is demonstrated.
It should be noted that the transmittance is complicated when a linearly polarized vortex beam is taken as the incident beam. For radial polarization vortex beams, they can be decomposed into RHC and LHC components, each of which generally conserves the total AM during the transmission process, although the absolute transmittance varies significantly due to the total AM dependent transmission peaks for different circular polarization components. However, for linear and azimuthal polarization beams, the SPP mode at the upper surface of nanoring cannot be efficiently excited, neither the subsequent coupling nor transmission processes are valid any more.
Conclusion
In conclusion, we have investigated the transmission of circularly polarized vortex beams through a plasmonic coaxial nanoring both theoretically and numerically. The transmission of a plasmonic coaxial nanoring with a given geometry can be selectively tuned upon the total AM carried by the incident beam. The transmission peak appears when the total AM of the incident circularly polarized vortex beam matches that of the CSP eigenmode supported in the plasmonic coaxial nanoring, which is in resonance with the longitudinal mode along its length direction. The parametric influence on the overall transmittance including the depth of the nano-groove, the width of the slit, the width of the incident beam and metallic losses has been discussed. In addition, our study reveals that the total AM is conserved during the transmission process. The far field of the transmitted beam stemming from the out-coupling of the CSP eigenmode containing both LHC and RHC components where one circular polarization component congruent with the incident circular polarization beam preserves the OAM while a concomitant polarization exhibits opposite SAM supposed with correspondingly altered OAM. The underlying insight into the transmission of circularly polarized vortex beams in nano-structures provides a scientific and technological basis for advanced nanophotonic applications harnessing the AM division such as multiplexed optical communication [8] , [36] and data storage [37] .
